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Abstract—Internet-of-vehicles (IoV) connects vehicles, sensors,
pedestrians, mobile devices, and the Internet with advanced
communication and networking technologies, which can enhance
road safety, improve road traffic management, and support
immerse user experience. However, the increasing number
of vehicles and other IoV devices, high vehicle mobility,
and diverse service requirements render the operation and
management of IoV intractable. Software-defined networking
(SDN) and network function virtualization (NFV) technologies
offer potential solutions to achieve flexible and automated
network management, global network optimization, and efficient
network resource orchestration with cost effectiveness, and
are envisioned as a key enabler to future IoV. In this
paper, we provide an overview of SDN/NFV-enabled IoV, in
which SDN/NFV technologies are leveraged to enhance the
performance of IoV and enable diverse IoV scenarios and
applications. In particular, the IoV and SDN/NFV technologies
are first introduced. Then, the state-of-the-art research works
are surveyed comprehensively, which are categorized into topics
according to the role that SDN/NFV technologies play in
IoV, i.e., enhancing the performance of data communication,
computing, and caching, respectively. Some open research issues
are discussed for future directions.
Index Terms—SDN/NFV, Internet-of-vehicles, 5G, mobile edge
computing, resource slicing, edge caching, vehicle mobility,
quality of service.

I. I NTRODUCTION
As fundamental technologies for information dissemination
and Internet access, communication networks have
experienced a long-term evolution from the first generation
(1G) systems to the fifth generation (5G) systems for
accommodating dramatically increased and diversified data
communication demands. The evolving trend is getting faster
and broader in terms of the unprecedented growth speed
of mobile data traffic volume and the shifting demands
from increasing service data rate to multi-dimensional
service quality enhancement (e.g., bandwidth, connectivity,
latency, and energy efficiency). According to the IMT-2020
specifications [1], the 5G is envisaged to support a diversity
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of use cases in three broad service categories, namely
enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB), ultra-reliable and low
latency communications (URLLC), and massive machine-type
communications (mMTC) [2]. The goal of eMBB is to
achieve immerse experience for highly mobile users, such
as virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR), by
providing higher and more stable data rates. The URLLC will
support mission-critical applications, such as e-healthcare and
industrial automation, while the mMTC provides seamless
interconnection of a large number of Internet-of-Things (IoT)
devices. These three 5G application categories capture key
performance indicators (KPIs) for 5G and even beyond 5G
(B5G) networks.
Internet-of-vehicles (IoV) is one of typical 5G networking
scenarios to support different vehicle-related applications (e.g.,
safety and infotainment, and on-board sensing and processing
services), which may require ultra-high reliability and lowlatency data transmissions, high throughput, or massive
connectivity [3]. An advanced mobile communication system
is required for IoV to enable timely information sharing and
computing among vehicles and between vehicles and other
“things” using vehicle-to-everything (V2X) communications,
including vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V), vehicle-to-infrastructure
(V2I), vehicle-to-pedestrian (V2P), and vehicle-to-sensor
(V2S) communications. During the past decade, many
research and industrial standardization activities related to
vehicular communications have significantly promoted the
development of IoV and facilitated new vehicular and
transportation services and applications, such as real-time
traffic-aware navigation, collision warning, and infotainment.
More importantly, the rapid development of IoV also brings
autonomous driving into reality [3]. However, the diversified
service demands of IoV applications not only require advanced
vehicular communication techniques, but also pose significant
challenges on the management of communication, computing
and caching resources.
In order to meet various computing requirements from
diverse services, offloading computation tasks to the cloud
has been a dominant trend for IoV systems [4]. However,
due to the increasing data traffic load in core networks, the
long computing response latency and unstable connectivity
in a vehicular environment make cloud computing unsuitable
for supporting delay-sensitive and context-aware computing
tasks. This consequently leads to the emergence of edge
computing/caching that can exploit the computing and
caching capabilities of “near-the-edge” infrastructures and
devices (e.g., edge servers, base stations (BSs), and access
points (APs) at road side). However, the edge computing
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requires augmented capital and operational expenditures
(CapEx and OpEx) for efficiently managing different types of
system resources and flexibly provisioning different services
in a complex and highly-dynamic vehicular environment
[5]. For managing vehicle access to edge servers, the
increasing numbers of vehicles and distributed edge servers
pose challenges on the allocation of communication and
computation resources to meet various task requirements and
balance the computation resource distribution. Meanwhile, due
to high movement speed of vehicles causing a highly dynamic
network topology, task offloading needs to cope with task
migration among different edge servers, and caching strategies
should be tailored to improve the pre-fetching accuracy for
mobile vehicles [6].
Software-defined networking (SDN) is an emerging and
promising solution to simplify network-layer data traffic
forwarding and optimize network-level resource orchestration
by decoupling the control plane from the data plane, which
has been utilized along with mobile edge computing (MEC)
for building advanced IoV systems [7]. It uses a centralized
control module (called SDN controller) to collect network
information, such as the vehicle density, vehicle location
and mobility, supported service types and traffic load, and
local resource allocation policies. With the gathered network
information, the SDN controller can make network-level
decisions for radio resource allocation, access control policies
for end vehicles, and traffic routing path configuration among
network elements, including BSs/APs, edge servers, and
network switches in both access and core networks, to enhance
service quality and improve the overall resource utilization.
On the other hand, network function virtualization (NFV)
offers a potential solution to use the virtualization technology
for flexibly programming service functionalities, e.g., firewall,
domain name system (DNS), network address translation
(NAT), and video transcoding, as software instances referred
to as virtual network functions (VNFs) at edge servers without
adding significant costs [8]. The NFV can be combined with
MEC to realize computation-oriented service provisioning
at the network edge. By employing NFV, applications with
different requirements of computation-intensive functionalities
can be flexibly supported in a cost-effective way. The
integration of SDN and NFV can potentially achieve networklevel resource allocation and flexible service provisioning
to enhance the performance of IoV systems, in terms of
end-to-end quality-of-service (QoS) guarantee and service
customization.
In leveraging the potential advantages, SDN/NFVenabled IoV faces technical challenges that require further
research for performance enhancement techniques from the
communication, computing, and caching perspectives. First,
since the SDN controller needs to have both local and global
control views, a challenge lies in how to apply SDN to
IoV without significant signaling overhead in the presence
of high network dynamics. Second, with SDN/NFV-based
MEC, a set of VNFs need to be flexibly operated on
edge servers at different locations near BSs to balance the
computation burdens and enhance computation efficiency. It
brings challenging technical issues such as how to determine

the optimal amount of offloaded computation tasks between
edge and cloud servers, and how to optimize task migration
among different edge servers, by taking vehicle mobility
into consideration. Third, the existence of SDN/NFV can
facilitate content caching at the network edge to reduce
the service delay and alleviate backhaul link congestion.
However, further research on caching strategies is required
for optimizing cache deployment, improving cache hit ratio,
and minimizing cache update cost.
This paper provides a comprehensive survey on various
techniques for SDN/NFV-enabled IoV. The remainder of
this paper includes an overview of IoV, and the state-ofthe-art SDN/NFV enabling technologies for enhancing the
performance of IoV services, ranging from reliable real-time
services and data-intensive services to computing and caching
oriented applications. We also discuss some open research
issues for further studies and draw a conclusion at the end
of this survey.
II. I NTERNET OF V EHICLES : A N OVERVIEW
As an evolution of vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANETs)
in the era of 5G and IoT, the IoV integrates the emerging
technologies such as cloud/edge computing, SDN, and
artificial intelligence (AI) with the conventional VANETs to
further improve road safety, efficiency, and comfort. In IoV,
vehicles act as multi-sensor smart objects, equipped with
communication and computing capabilities. The IoV should
be capable of sensing and processing in-car and surrounding
information, communicating with nearby vehicles and other
IoT devices, and have IP-connectivity to the cloud servers
and Internet. The advanced communication and networking
technologies in IoV facilitate new vehicular and transportation
services and applications.
A. Architecture and Communication Paradigms
The IoV relies on efficient, fast, reliable, and costeffective communication systems to guarantee ubiquitous
network connectivity. V2X communications are a fundamental
function of IoV, which allow vehicles to communicate
with other vehicles, human, road sensors, transportation
infrastructure, IoT devices, access networks, and the Internet
[9]. V2X communications include different types of vehicular
communications, such as V2V, V2I, V2P, and V2S, each of
which employs various wireless and networking technologies
to facilitate data transmission between vehicles and other
network components.
The dedicated short-range communication (DSRC) and
IEEE wireless access in vehicular environments (WAVE)
protocol stack are the key enabler of V2V and V2I
communications. The IEEE 802.11p was released in 2010
[10], which specifies technical details of medium access
control (MAC) and physical layers of WAVE. In DSRC,
one distinctive feature is the distributed and uncoordinated
channel access, thanks to the 802.11p carrier sensing multiple
access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA). It avoids the
need of a centralized network coordinator for access control
and resource allocation and, therefore, reduces the cost and
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improves the network scalability. However, low radio resource
utilization, especially at a high vehicle density, is evident due
to frequent channel access transmission collisions. Therefore,
DSRC technologies are suitable for safety applications
and light-weight proximate services such as advertisement
broadcasting, rather than data-craving applications.
Cellular V2X (C-V2X) is a series of advanced technologies
to provide IoV with coverage, guaranteed QoS, reduced
infrastructure deployment cost, and enhanced network security.
The recent long term evolution (LTE) and 5G new radio (NR)
cellular networks adopt sophisticated wireless transmission
technologies to enhance the network capacity, and can thus
offer high data rates to IoV applications. In addition, the
centralized resource allocation, such as orthogonal frequencydivision multiple access (OFDMA), guarantees the QoS of
each IoV node in terms of data rate, delay, and reliability,
crucial in many IoV services. The international standard
organization, 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP),
has been working on the standardization of C-V2X, and
defining its architecture, fundamental functions, and use cases
[11]. The architecture of C-V2X is also specified and two
fundamental operation modes are discussed, i.e., traditional
uplink/downlink communication via Uu interface and direct
V2X communication via PC5 interface [12]. There are many
works investigating the theoretical and practical performance
of C-V2X. The reliability of DSRC is shown to be better at
shorter distances while LTE-V2V is more reliable at longer
distances [13]. The transmission performance measures of
DSRC and C-V2X are characterized and compared through
field tests in Ann Arbor and San Diego. The results show that
C-V2X outperforms DSRC in terms of coverage, reliability,
and interference [14].
Although C-V2X communication has high performance, it
is often an expensive approach to support the exponentially
increasing IoV data traffic. In addition, the limited radio
resources in the cellular system renders it vulnerable to
network congestion. In order to reduce the data service
costs and offload the cellular IoV data traffic, alternative
communication spectrum bands and paradigms are proposed
for IoV, which include cognitive radio (CR), roadside wireless
local area networks (WLANs), and vehicular device-to-device
(D2D) communications. These vehicular data offloading
paradigms can employ much richer spectrum resources
to provide cost-effective data pipes. Due to the primary
usage of radio spectrum bands, limited coverage, and
vehicle mobility, these communication modes are typically
available tempo-spatially, which are therefore referred to as
opportunistic communication methods. For instance, TV white
spaces (TVWS) are considered as a potential solution to
accommodate the heavy IoV data traffic by employing CR
technologies. In roadside WLANs, the communication takes
place only when the IoV terminals are within the network
coverage area, which depends on the vehicle speed and the
deployment of roadside WLANs. Consequently, an important
research issue is how to efficiently harvest the available
spectrum and communication opportunities in order to improve
the network performance of IoV, which has been investigated
for CR-IoV [15], roadside WLAN traffic offloading [16], and

vehicular D2D communications [17].
Space-air-ground integrated networking (SAGIN) is another
promising solution to provide IoV with ubiquitous network
coverage, pervasive communication and computing, scalable
network deployment, and flexible network services and
management [18]. The satellite communication network can
provide IoV users with telecommunication services, especially
on highway or in rural areas where a terrestrial network
is not available. With technical advances in high-throughput
satellites (HTS) and low-earth orbit (LEO) constellation, the
satellite network can offload the heavy data traffic burden from
terrestrial cellular networks. Another important category of
components, such as communication balloons and unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAVs), forms an airborne network which can
be deployed on demand and provide flexible services to IoV.
Compared to the solution of deploying ultra-dense terrestrial
cellular networks [19], UAVs can be deployed according to the
varying demands, serve as flying relays, BSs, or caching units
for different services, which is more flexible and cost-effective
[20].
With the development of intelligent transportation systems,
smart city, and autonomous vehicles, a wide range of
computation-intensive IoV services have emerged, such as
VR/AR, self-driving, and crowdsourcing. To support these
services, a comprehensive cloud/edge computing system is
required. Cloud computing technologies are mature, and many
commercial cloud computing services are available, including
Amazon Web Services (AWS), AliCloud, and Microsoft
Arezu. IoV users can offload the computation-intensive tasks
to a cloud computing platform through a variety of V2I
communication techniques to reduce the latency and energy
consumption [21]. Yet, the latency of cloud computing can
be unacceptable for some delay-critical applications, such as
autonomous driving. In this case, edge computing should
be utilized where the computing resources are deployed
at the network edge, much closer to the IoV users than
cloud computing. Recently, another novel IoV computing
paradigm, referred to as vehicular cloud, has attracted
much attention. Since connected vehicles are equipped with
increasingly powerful on-board computing capabilities, they
can form a local cloud through reliable V2V communications
to cooperatively execute their computing tasks [22]. To
reduce the latency for content retrieval, edge caching can
be applied by caching popular contents at edge servers to
improve the network performance when data-intensive services
are delivered. Fig. 1 shows a comprehensive networking
architecture of IoV systems, where V2X communications are
provided by the space, aerial, and terrestrial communication
networks, which can cooperatively offer seamless, efficient,
and secure wireless connections to IoV users. A three-tier
(vehicle-edge-cloud) computing system with edge caching
is enabled to realize flexible and cost-effective IoV service
provisioning.
B. IoV Applications and Services
A wide range of IoV applications and services are at the
core of IoV, the requirements of which should be fully satisfied
by IoV sensing, communication, networking, and computing
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Table I: Characteristics and requirements of IoV applications
Application
Vehicle collision warning
Real-time navigation
AR/VR
Autonomous driving

Communication support
V2V, V2P
V2R, V2I
V2I, V2V
V2V, V2I, V2S

Satellite
Cloud
computing

UAV

Space
connection

Earth station

Aerial
connection

Cloud
Edge cache
Edge computing

Edge cache
Edge computing

V2I
Network edge

V2I

Cellular Base
Station
V2I
V2P

V2I

Network edge

Cellular Base
Station
Infrastructures

V2V

IoV Sensing

Vehicular cloud

V2I

V2I

IoV Sensing

Fig. 1: An illustration of IoV system.
technologies. In the following, several typical IoV applications
are described, and their requirements are listed and compared
in Table I.
1) Vehicle collision warning: Collision warning is an
important road safety application, aiming at reducing the
risk of accidents caused by collisions among vehicles, road
structures, and pedestrians. Collision warning includes many
different use cases, such as forward collision warning,
emergency vehicle warning, signal violation warning, precrash sensing warning, and so on [23]. Periodical and eventdriven broadcasting is usually employed to warn the nearby
vehicles with vehicle movement status, traffic condition, and
potential danger. Such an application has strict requirements
on message delivery latency and reliability, ranging between
50 ms and 100 ms for delay and 10−5 for maximal
message delivery failure rate. Short-range V2V and V2P
communications are proper candidates for collision warning
applications.
2) Real-time vehicle traffic management: It is to manage
and optimize the traffic flow in a timely manner based on
real-time vehicle traffic and road information [24]. In IoV,
both vehicles and roads can be equipped with cameras,
light detection and ranging (LIDAR) devices, and other
sensors. These cameras and sensors can collect rich road and
traffic information, which is then transmitted to a centralized
ITS server via V2I communications. A city-wide traffic
optimization is executed in the ITS server, and navigation
guidelines are then disseminated to vehicles considering the
traveling time, safety, fuel, and comfort. To guarantee the
real-time traffic optimization and management, efficient IoV
data collection, traffic information transmission, and traffic
management optimization are required.
3) VR and AR: One important category of IoV applications
is infotainment, i.e., to provide users with a variety of
information and entertainment contents and services to make

Bandwidth Req
low
high
very high
high

Delay Req
high
high
high
very high

Computation Req
none
low
low to high
very high

road travelling more pleasant and comfortable. Among them,
VR and AR have attracted much attention since they can
facilitate immersive experience, windshield road information
display, and driving assistance. However, supporting IoV
VR/AR services requires ultra-high transmission rates and
computing resources, which can pose severe challenges
on the IoV infrastructure. Although cloud computing can
provide ultra-high computing capabilities, the latency is likely
unacceptable for AR/VR applications. Therefore, mobile edge
computing/caching technologies are a potential solution to
jointly provide low latency and alleviate the data traffic burden
of the backbone network [2].
4) Autonomous driving: Autonomous vehicles undoubtedly
represent the future of transportation systems. The Society
of Automotive Engineers (SAE) International has defined
six levels of car autonomy, from none to full automation
[25]. The low levels of autonomy, i.e., driving assistance
system, can be solely supported by the conventional V2V and
V2I communications. The high levels of autonomy, such as
level-3 and level-4, are currently in development based on
individual vehicle perception, data fusion, machine learning,
and manoeuvre control. However, the individual perceptionbased autonomy suffers from the limited perception capability
and the lack of vehicle cooperation, and thus cannot support
the level-5 full autonomy. IoV and V2X communications are
promising approaches to address these limitations [26].
III. SDN/NFV FOR I OV I NFRASTRUCTURE
The conventional vehicular networking architecture
employs V2V and V2I communications to interconnect
different vehicles for supporting both road safety applications
and infotainment services. With an increasing number of
vehicles and the diversity of services, the overall network
resource utilization needs to be enhanced substantially in order
to accommodate differential QoS demands [27]. For example,
in autonomous driving, different computation-intensive
applications, including high-definition (HD) map downloading
and on-board sensing, require ultra-low processing and
communication delays, whereas other data-hungry services
demand high throughput. To achieve more efficient resource
usage for diversified service accommodation, it is necessary
to have a multi-tier of network coverage deployment (i.e.,
a macro-cell deployment underlaid by different tiers of
small cells) to exploit the spatial multiplexing gain of
radio resources. In addition, a variety of wireless access
technologies (e.g., LTE-V, DSRC) will coexist to offer
a wide range of radio spectrum opportunities. However,
the current networking architecture, i.e., an integration of
heterogeneous wireless networking technologies with multiple
layers of BS deployment, requires distributed coordination
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among communication infrastructures (e.g., BSs) for resource
allocation, leading to increased signaling overhead when the
number of BSs becomes large [28]. In the core network,
traffic flows of different services aggregated from the
wireless access networks need to traverse different sets of
functionalities to fulfill E2E service delivery. For instance,
traffic from a video streaming service may need to go through
a firewall function and a transcoding function before reaching
end clients for a secured E2E video downloading. These
functionalities are often provided and operated in different
function-specific servers. When supporting more diversified
services, an increasing number of hardware servers are added
into the network, forming a cloud computing platform with
augmented capital and operational expenditures.
IoV Applications
Driving
Safety

Automated
Driving

Communication

Infotainment

……

Traffic
Monitoring&Scheduling

Computing offloading

Caching

Application Plane

Northbound
Interfaces

Policies/Algorithms Customization
Access
control policy

Resource
slicing policy

Mobility
management policy

……

Network
deployment policy

Policy
enforcement

Policy
enforcement

SDN/NFV Controller: Open-Sourced Programmable
Control Platform (e.g., Opendaylight, NoX)
OpenFlow Decision
(or extension ) making

Control Plane
API

API

Network
information

Southbound
Interfaces

Virtualized Network Functions
Firewall

Network
topology

DNS

NAT

Transcoding

……

Physical Network Infrastructures
Cell loads

UAV position &
trajectory

OBUs & RSUs
resource

Retransmission

Traffic
statistics

Vehicle
mobility

Data Plane

Fig. 2: A layered SDN/NFV architecture supporting IoV.
By enabling a flexible and programmable network
configuration, SDN is a promising networking technology to
simplify network-layer data forwarding and optimize networklevel resource allocation [29]. With SDN, the network control
plane is decoupled from the data plane and is migrated
to a centralized controller placed in a network server. The
SDN controller is physically connected to underlying network
elements, including BSs in wireless networks and network
switches/servers in core networks, through programmable
links operating OpenFlow protocol [30]. In the core networks,
the control function for routing configuration is migrated
from each forwarding device to the SDN controller which
determines and optimizes an edge-to-edge routing path for
each service flow based on global network information. In
this way, the underlying data forwarding structure of each
device is greatly simplified, and the SDN control module
customizes routing configurations for different service flows
to meet different QoS requirements. In the wireless network
domain, an SDN controller can be physically installed at an
edge server connecting BSs through programmable control
links. As shown in Fig. 2, with the information collected from
underlying physical networks (e.g., the number of vehicles,
vehicle location and mobility, and data traffic load) through the

southbound application program interface (API), the controller
can make network-level decisions for radio resource slicing
and access control, to improve the overall service performance
and resource utilization [31]. On the other hand, to reduce
CapEx and OpEx for service provisioning, NFV is to decouple
network (or service) functions from underlying hardware
servers, and to represent the functions as programmable
software instances (i.e., VNFs) using virtualization technology
[32]. This virtualization makes it possible to use generic
servers instead of the conventional function-specific servers,
and the VNFs managed by a centralized NFV control
module can be flexibly placed at different network locations
with optimal computing resource allocation to achieve cost
effectiveness. As a matter of fact, NFV provides a way
of flexibly programming an increasing number of VNFs
at appropriate network servers with minimal hardware
installation cost. This flexibility in function provisioning
supports service customization, especially in the 5G era,
when newly emerging applications require different sets
of computation-intensive functionalities to be installed and
operated in the network. Therefore, SDN and NFV are
complementary technologies that can be integrated, as shown
in Fig. 2, to achieve cost-effective VNF placement and serviceoriented traffic routing, and network-level resource slicing with
proper control of channel access from vehicles under different
IoV scenarios.
With the new SDN/NFV integrated networking architecture,
the overall network performance can be enhanced in
terms of satisfying E2E QoS requirements (e.g., high
throughput, low latency, and high reliability) and realizing a
sequence of computation-intensive functionalities (e.g., data
classification, video transcoding) with low response delay
for different services. First, a new network-level resource
allocation framework with proper BS-vehicle access control
is necessary, in which resource combinations are created and
customized for different services to satisfy their unique QoS
requirements. This process is called resource slicing. The SDN
controller has direct programmability on resource allocation
for heterogeneous BSs, and the process of resource slicing
aims at improving the overall resource utilization. Second,
with SDN/NFV control, a set of VNFs can be flexibly executed
in network servers at different network locations to enhance
the computation efficiency. With the emergence of edge/fog
computing technology, computation tasks can be offloaded
from cloud servers to the edge servers connecting to BSs
or even to end vehicles to reduce the two-way response
delay. How to optimize computation offloading with the
consideration of high vehicle mobility needs investigation.
Lastly, using SDN/NFV integrated control for content caching
at network edge becomes promising in terms of optimizing
the caching deployment and minimizing the cost of caching
content updates. In the following, we provide detail discussion
on how SDN/NFV can enhance communication, computing,
and caching for IoV applications.
IV. I OV C OMMUNICATION S ERVICES
To enhance road safety, transportation efficiency, and
infotainment services to users on roads, many location-based
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UAV Connection

Control area of LSC
Satellite Connection

Fig. 3: An SDN based IoV communication system illustration.
and Internet services are essential, which rely on real-time,
reliable, and data-intensive information exchanges among
vehicles as well as other road-side equipments [33]. With the
advanced SDN techniques [34], the communication paradigm
is geared for better performance in the following aspects.
A. Latency
Ensuring low-latency communication is of paramount
importance for delivering road-hazard messages, which are
exchanged among nearby vehicles and RSUs. The 3GPP
standard (release 15) has specified latency requirements to
support V2X services. Specifically, for vehicular cooperation
applications in terms of platooning information exchange,
sensor information sharing, and information sharing for
automated driving, the end-to-end latency levels are required
to be lower than 20 ms, 50 ms, and 100 ms, respectively [35],
which is challenging to achieve in highly-dynamic vehicular
environments. The delivery latency mainly consists of the
over-the-air transmission delay and channel access delay. As
the transmission delay is deterministic when the data rate is
given, and negligible due to the high light traveling speed, the
existing studies in the VANET literature focus primarily on
guaranteeing channel access delay [36].
In the literature, the low-latency communications have been
studied in terms of balancing the tradeoff between throughput
and delay, such as the delay-constrained link capacity and
the use of effective network capacity [37], [38]. These works
aim at minimizing the long-term time-averaged latency, while
falling short of guaranteeing the tail and worst case latency,
which may fail to deliver critical messages for danger warning.
To essentially guarantee the access delay for delivering roadhazard messages by broadcasting, efficient MAC protocol
design is requisite [39]. Even though IEEE 802.11p-based
MAC protocol has been standardized, it suffers from long
access delay and unfairness in support of periodical broadcast
due to the contention-based distributed random access [10].
To overcome the limitations, time division multiple access
(TDMA)-based MAC protocols are proposed to support
periodical broadcasting [40], [41]. The pre-defined frame and
slot channel structure naturally support delay guarantee for
urgent messages. Based on the time-slotted medium structure,

other centralized and distributed TDMA-based MAC protocols
[40], [42] are proposed for efficient time slot assignment and
transmission collision avoidance.
Advanced SDN techniques potentially can help to reduce
the random access delay when a vehicle fails to obtain a
share of medium resources after contending or negotiating.
First, by applying the network softwarization and slicing, a
virtual dedicated network can be created and customized for
the periodical broadcast service, whereby other bandwidthintensive services are completely isolated out. Hence, the
delay performance of broadcasting emergency messages is
independent of the bursty heavy loads from other bandwidthhungry services. Even though the resource utilization in the
dedicated network may degrade without multiplexing with
other services in resource usage, it is worthwhile as fast
channel access has high priority in road safety applications. To
enable isolated V2X services, Campolo et al. justify the role
of network slicing and provide suggestions to design dedicated
V2X slices [43]. Ye et al. present a dynamic radio resource
slicing framework for a two-tier heterogeneous wireless
network to determine the optimal bandwidth slicing ratios
[31]. In a vehicular scenario, the challenge is to guarantee
the stable performance for each network slice as vehicles
move dynamically, while the allocation of physical radio
resources is relatively stationary in interference management
with frequency reuse, leading to the mismatch between
supply and demand. Therefore, to deal with the mismatch,
a dynamic and observant algorithm is in need to update the
bandwidth slicing ratios frequently, in order to achieve both
QoS satisfaction and efficient resource management. Given the
available spectrum resources in the dedicated virtual network,
the SDN controller can be utilized to control the medium
access from vehicles, and dynamically update the length
of time frames and the time slot assignment parameters in
accordance with vehicle density dynamics in both time and
space domains.
B. Reliability
Communication reliability is another hurdle to overcome
for IoV service satisfaction, especially for safety and online
vehicle-traffic management applications. The wireless channel
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fading and network topology vary dramatically in a vehicular
environment. For safety message delivery, the reliability
is generally measured in the probability that a packet is
successfully received by the target vehicle within a time
limit [44]. As specified in the 3GPP standard [35], the
reliability for most V2X applications is required to be above
99.99%, which call for developing new engineering solutions
for V2X transmission and networking in presence of rapidchanging network topology and fast-varying wireless channels.
In vehicular scenarios, two main factors can significantly
degrade the reliability: 1) channel access collisions by
concurrent transmissions [45]; and 2) multi-path fading
due to both mobile (high-speed vehicles) and stationary
(buildings) scatterers, as well as shadowing due to inchannel obstacles such as tress, slopes, trucks, and buses. The
channel impairments can significantly degrade transmission
performance at the physical layer and link layer.
To reduce channel access collisions among nearby vehicles,
various TDMA-based MAC protocols are proposed to assign
disjoint time slots to vehicles in a neighborhood [40], [42]. In
addition to transmission collisions caused by vehicle mobility,
link-layer transmission performance deteriorates in a high
vehicle density scenario. Transmission power control [46]
and transmission rate control [47] are some approaches to
deal with transmission congestion. In particular, cooperative
communication at the link layer can enhance transmission
reliability. For instance, Bharati et al. propose a cooperative
MAC, named CAH-MAC, to mitigate the channel impairments
and improve the network throughput [48]. In cooperative
communication, how to select the helper vehicle for a
retransmission is critical, and there are receiver-oriented [49]
and sender-oriented [23] approaches to determine the helper
vehicle.
Under the SDN architecture, with the knowledge of realtime network status (e.g., the number of vehicles, vehicle
mobility, QoS requirements, and available medium resources)
via OpenFlow (or extension), the logically centralized control
plane is able to update the channel access and transmission
policy in a timely manner. The programmability of protocolagnostic digital transceivers in the data plane makes the
underlying hardware adaptable to all channel access and
transmission policies by enabling/disabling transmissions,
varying the transmission power and transmission rate [50].
Under this working model, the transmission collisions caused
by mobility and data traffic congestion can be reduced via
efficient control implemented at a local SDN controller. For
instance, without affecting other applications, the transmission
policy can require a transceiver to lower the data rate and
enlarge the transmission power for reliability enhancement.
In addition, in cooperative communication, the regional view
of local controller benefits the helper vehicle selection since
the rich information about candidate helpers (e.g., position,
historical transmitting/receiving status, velocity) is available.
However, to achieve the centralized control, the overhead of
collecting the network status from vehicles is considerable
as all vehicles under the control have to update the status
with a high frequency, which limits the coverage area of
each controller. In addition, as the controller deployment

is costly, it is impossible to deploy local controllers to
cover all road segments. Fig. 3 illustrates an SDN-based
enhanced IoV communication architecture for both urban and
suburban areas. In urban areas with busy and complicated
vehicle traffic, the centralized control can potentially play
an important role: 1) As the radio spectrum resources are
likely insufficient in such a high vehicle density scenario,
the controller with a regional view is to enhance the overall
efficiency of resource management. Taking account of the
signaling overhead, multiple local SDN controllers should be
placed to work cooperatively for an area of interest; 2) As
the vehicle traffic condition is more complicated and changes
more dramatically in the scenario (in comparison with that in
suburban and rural areas), a robust policy is needed to work in
all conditions for service performance guarantee. On the other
hand, in suburban areas where the vehicle traffic density is low
and traffic condition is relatively simple, distributed network
operation and control (via direct interactions among nearby
vehicles) are potentially applicable, which avoids deployment
of local SDN controllers.
C. Ubiquitous and efficient connections
In addition to the preceding light-weight V2V
communications, data-intensive communication is essential to
accommodate high-throughput Internet services for vehicle
users and for big data informatics, where vehicles equipped
with various sensors are information source nodes. As the
DSRC radio spectrum is insufficient, the radio channels are
likely congested when supporting data-craving applications
[47]. To this end, the heterogeneous vehicular network
architecture is required. As shown in Fig. 3, in addition to
DSRC and cellular BS, road-side WiFi and TVWS should
be leveraged to provide IoV connections [51]. However,
the terrestrial networks suffer from two inherent limitations
in supporting IoV applications. First, the vehicle density
varies dramatically with time while the terrestrial network
resources are more or less tied to geographical areas, leading
to both resource wastage and shortage in different times and
locations [18]. Even with an optimized deployment strategy,
it is difficult to achieve both efficient resource utilization and
service quality satisfaction in the long run. Second, for the
terrestrial network, coverage holes exist especially in rural
and remote areas, where radio signals are not sufficiently
strong. The coverage holes restrain the ubiquitous connections
for vehicles. Note that a full connection to and from a vehicle
anywhere and anytime is required for future autonomous
driving.
To address the two limitations, aerial and space networks
are advocated to provide connections for vehicles, where
on-demand deployment of aerial networks (i.e., UAVs)
can potentially make the network adaptive to a diverse
environment, and a space satellite network can provide
the ubiquitous wireless coverage [52]. To support IoV
applications, how to determine in real time which network for
vehicles to connect to (referred to as radio access technology
(RAT) selection) is a critical yet challenging task, as various
access technologies have unique advantages in terms of delay,
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throughput, and coverage range. For instance, road-side WiFi
can provide a high data rate when a vehicle is nearby, but
the data rate is unstable as the vehicle moves away and the
connection duration is short. Cellular networks demonstrate
stable performance but its high service cost may not be
acceptable to users. Although a satellite network can provide
the ubiquitous coverage, the transmission delay from the
ground to the space is long, making it unsuitable for delaysensitive applications [18]. In addition, complex algorithms
are required to dispatch on-demand UAVs and schedule their
trajectories [53].
SDN can potentially enhance the IoV connection
performance by determining the access mode of each
vehicle in real time. The SDN architecture decouples the
underlying data packet forwarding from network control, and
can utilize protocol-agnostic hardware to support dynamically
customized control policies. At the application plane,
the precise application-specific requirements can be predetermined and delivered to the control plane via Northbound
API. Based on the network status information including
available resources in network segments (i.e., the terrestrial,
aerial, and space network segments), vehicle density, QoS
requirements, vehicle mobility statistics, etc., the control plane
can customize the access policy and parameters for different
vehicles towards differentiated applications [54]. However,
to simultaneously manage all resources in the terrestrial,
aerial, and space networks is difficult as the networks have
disparate interference ranges, while the coverage of each
controller is limited due to the signaling overhead. Therefore,
a hierarchical control architecture is requisite, with a number
of local controllers, each in charge of V2X communications
in its coverage area (e.g., via a terrestrial network), and a
central controller in charge of the local controllers and to
coordinate service provisioning in a large area (including
managing resources in the satellite network), as shown in Fig.
3. Under the hierarchical architecture, the local controllers
can be deployed at network edge to provide quick responses
to service demands from vehicles, while the central controller
can be deployed at the core/backhaul network for large time
and geographical scale (global) network management and
operation.

V. I OV C OMPUTING S ERVICES
Data traffic flows from an increasing number of
computation-intensive IoV applications (e.g., on-board video
streaming, environment sensing, HD map downloading)
are required to traverse different sets of network/service
functionalities (e.g., firewall, transcoding, data classification
and data fusion) for service customization, which is
different from conventional communication-oriented vehicular
networking for road safety applications. For instance, a
secure HD video streaming service requires video traffic
traverse a sequence of firewall function and transcoding
function before being displayed on end vehicles supporting
differentiated video file formats. In a vehicular networking
scenario, access and mobility management function (AMF)
is another important network-level functionality in the 5G
core network, which deals with user location registration,
connection management, and vehicle-to-BS or vehicle-tonew-network (vertical) handover management [55]. By using
the NFV technology, these network-level and service-level
functionalities are decoupled from hardware servers and are
virtualized as VNFs that can be flexibly placed by an NFV
control module on generic servers in the network core,
reducing the function execution and operational cost. For
example, the AMF can be instantiated near the edge of the
core network to improve the efficiency of connection and
mobility management for vehicles moving among different
BS coverage areas. Additionally, with SDN, virtual network
topology configured for both routing and VNF placement can
be optimized and customized for different types of services.
However, executing VNFs only at cloud servers incurs a twoway communication delay. For some real-time applications, a
low response delay is required for task computation, such as
object identification in environment sensing for autonomous
driving [56], HD map data downloading and processing
[57], and VR gaming. Therefore, MEC emerges to offload
parts of the computing tasks from cloud servers to edge
servers, in order to reduce the task transmission delay on
backhaul links [4]. As shown in Fig. 4, a three-tier vehicular
computing architecture is proposed to accommodate various
IoV services, where nearby vehicles provide opportunistic
computing, edge nodes (e.g., MEC servers and cloudlets)
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support fast computing and processing with limited resources,
and the remote cloud guarantees sufficient resources for
sustainable computing. Many existing studies present different
integrated architecture for IoV by combining MEC/cloud
computing with SDN/NFV [50], [58], to enable the flexibility
of VNF orchestration with computing task offloading near
the network edge and to improve the QoS performance
for different computation-intensive applications. Several main
research issues under this integrated architecture are discussed
in the following.
A. Computation offloading with edge-cloud interplay
Combining NFV with MEC for vehicular networking is
a promising approach to extend flexible VNF placement
with computation offloading to the network edge for
fulfilling the communication delay requirements for computing
task execution. The system architecture has already been
standardized by ETSI in 2018 [59]. Although the computation
offloading reduces communication resource consumption over
backhaul links and shortens the response latency for delaysensitive computing task execution, it increases architectural
complexity (i.e., more MEC servers need to be deployed)
and computation redundancy at the network edge. Moreover,
some delay tolerant computing tasks from certain IoV
applications require more powerful computation capability
and should be placed at cloud servers for execution. Hence,
there exists an edge-cloud interplay in terms of computation
offloading. A key issue is how to balance the trade-off
between reducing communication delay for task processing
and achieving desired computation performance with low
cost. The SDN architecture provides a potential solution to
enhance the NFV and MEC integrated vehicular networking
architecture, while dealing with the edge-cloud interplay. The
local SDN control can be implemented on a virtualized
MEC server as a control system to handle the computing
task scheduling among the edge server and end vehicles,
or a central SDN controller can be implemented in a cloud
data center to execute the computation task migration among
different edge servers. By decoupling and migrating the
control functionalities for data delivery from vehicles to
edge servers, the underlying vehicles equipped with radio
transceivers are abstracted as SDN switches [50]. Then, each
local SDN controller can collect the vehicular network state
information, the communication and computing requirements
of IoV applications through either DSRC or cellular networks
operating the OpenFlow protocol in the application layer [4].
Based on the collected information, an optimized computing
task scheduling policy can be executed as an applicationplane program over the local SDN controller through the
northbound API. On the other hand, the central SDN controller
in the core network manages computing task offloading
and migration policies among different edge servers based
on the collected data traffic information and the prediction
on vehicle mobility for service satisfaction and service
continuity. Many existing works investigate the edge-cloud
interplay problem in an SDN/NFV based MEC architecture.
For example, a task scheduling framework is proposed

for IoV based on an SDN/NFV-enabled MEC architecture,
where challenges of the edge-cloud interplay problem are
identified in terms of resource and energy limitation on edge
servers and mobility management [60]. With the consideration
of resource, energy, and delay constraints, developing a
comprehensive computation offloading scheme to satisfy
differentiated service requirements falls into the category
of multi-objective optimization problems. Specifically, to
obtain optimal decisions for task offloading, the edge-cloud
interplay problem can be formulated to optimize the trade-off
between energy efficiency and backhaul bandwidth resource
consumption under the latency constraints for task execution.
For tractability, multi-objective evolutionary algorithms can be
used to solve the problem based on decomposition methods.

B. Mobility-aware computing task migration and data
offloading
Under the NFV and MEC integrated architecture, another
important research problem is how to conduct computing
task migration among nearby edge servers to maximize
service completion probability within a certain time limit
when a vehicle moves across different BS coverage areas.
Each MEC server is physically connected to a set of BSs
and is responsible for computing task offloading (from
the vehicles) and execution under the BS coverages, as
shown in Fig. 4. The SDN can be incorporated into the
architecture to obtain computing resource usage information
on edge servers and facilitate task migration over a properly
configured path. There exist proposals for SDN-based wireless
connection handover and inter-MEC server computing task
migration in SDN/NFV based vehicular network architectures
[61], [62], in which a local SDN controller manages the
wireless connection re-association when vehicles move out
of the previous BS coverage, and determines computing task
migration among MEC servers. Based on the collection of
vehicular network context information, how to optimize the
edge server deployment and computing resource allocation
based on vehicle mobility models is essential to maximize the
success probability of task completion. In an IoV scenario,
the SDN can help to establish an end-to-end routing path
between two vehicles at different network areas through V2V
and V2I communication modes for data offloading. Because
of the increasing number of vehicles and densified network
deployment, how to route data traffic with low communication
overhead, and to accommodate high source/destination node
mobility is a key issue. In an SDN-based edge computing
architecture, the SDN controller can assist to optimize the
traffic routing paths to achieve load balancing and adapt
the path selection to customized services with differentiated
delay requirements [63]. V2V-based traffic routing for data
offloading from cellular networks is a cost-effective solution
in an SDN-based IoV scenario due to its simplicity, where a
local SDN controller can calculate an optimal V2V routing
path across different RSU coverages based on the collected
vehicular network information [64] and vehicle mobility
prediction [65].
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C. Vehicular edge cloud
Because of the deployment cost of MEC servers, another
way is to explore computation opportunities among nearby
vehicles for computing task offloading, which can reduce
the response delay for task execution to satisfy strict
latency requirements and relieve the computation burden on
edge servers. Therefore, by employing vehicular networking
technologies, some computation powerful vehicles can form
a vehicular edge cloud, referred to as vehicular cloud (VC),
to cooperatively execute various computing tasks [4], [22],
[56]. The concept of VC has become relevant, especially
in the area of autonomous driving where vehicles need to
consistently collect a large amount of sensing data from
the environment for prompt processing and proper actions.
Forming an effective VC for cooperative computing can
significantly reduce the two-way response delay for task
execution on MEC servers, and improve the computing
performance by efficient task dissemination. Due to vehicle
dynamics in joining and leaving a VC, the computing
resource availability for a VC can be intermittent. Based on
the computation requirements from different services, how
to select vehicles to form an effective VC and how to
schedule tasks among the selected vehicles to ensure the
task completion within the vehicle contact duration need to
be customized, which is technically challenging. Combining
SDN with MEC is a promising architecture to facilitate
VC establishment and make locally centralized decisions for
computing task execution and data traffic routing among
vehicles within a VC. In literature, how to leverage SDN to
dynamically form a VC and distribute tasks among vehicles
for collaborative computing has been studied based on the
information of resource availability, where the discrepancy of
resource availability and task inter-dependency are considered
for minimizing the average response time for task completion.
The local SDN controller deployed at each MEC server helps
to group nearby vehicles to form a VC, and the central SDN
controller deployed at a cloud server coordinates distributed
MEC servers for centralized management of VC groups. How
to design the hierarchical controller architecture (in terms of
determining the placement locations, the necessary number of
controllers, and the networking topology among controllers)
remains a key and challenging research issue, as it depends on
the size, stability, resource availability, and task computation
load of each VC. The controller operational cost also needs to
be specified by considering the information exchange between
each VC and the controllers, including the types, amount, and
interaction frequency of network state information. Therefore,
the objective is to determine an appropriate SDN controller
architecture to improve the VC formation and computing task
allocation performance under certain controller deployment
and operational cost.
VI. I OV C ACHING S ERVICES
With more and more on-board mobile devices, IoV
is envisioned to support ever-increasing infotainment
applications for drivers and passengers to improve their road
experience. However, these infotainment applications such

as HD video streaming, online gaming, and future AR/VR,
can consume a huge amount of spectrum resources and have
rigorous real-time service delivery requirements, which poses
challenges on vehicular networking. In addition, to enable
autonomous driving, delivering real-time and high-volume
HD map to vehicles is essential, which helps to localize exact
vehicle positions (with the precision of 10-20 centimeters) on
the road with the consumption of large amounts of computing
and communication resources. Mobile edge caching plays
an important role to provide satisfactory vehicular service
provisioning, upon which contents can be cached at edge
nodes close to end vehicles. It can significantly reduce
the service latency and alleviate the backhaul pressure by
allowing users to fetch contents within one transmission hop
without traversing multi-hop core/backhaul networks to reach
the Internet or cloud servers for contents. However, to create
an effective caching system is not easy, as the problems of
caching deployment, caching content update, and content
dissemination are significant yet unsolved. The caching
deployment problem deals with where to deploy caching
functions and how much cache space to allocate, which is
essential to increase the probability of successful downloading
of cached data but is also labor-intensive with high capital
and operational expenditure [66]. The performance of a
caching system can be measured by three metrics: 1) caching
gain – the amount of successfully downloaded data over
the total amount of requested data; 2) content hit ratio –
the number of content hits over the number of requests; 3)
caching diversity – the types of cached contents at different
BSs. Therefore, an effective caching deployment aims to
maximize the caching gain under constraints of deployment
cost (including installation cost and hardware maintenance
cost) [66]; Considering vehicle mobility and differentiated
spatio-temporal content request patterns from vehicles, how
to update the cached contents to achieve a high content hit
ratio is critical to improve the caching performance [67];
When a requested content from a vehicle is hit, how to
disseminate the content to the end vehicle also affects service
quality. Caching duplicated contents at multiple locations
improves the transmission efficiency by exploiting high
channel qualities at BSs close to vehicles which, however,
lowers the caching diversity. Achieving efficient content
dissemination is to balance the trade-off between transmission
efficiency and caching diversity. SDN/NFV technologies can
potentially be leveraged to deal with the aforementioned
problems with caching performance enhancement.
A. Caching deployment
The edge caching deployment is a non-trivial problem
as content demands from vehicles are unpredictable and
vehicle locations are time-varying. In a typical vehicular
scenario, moving vehicles, stationary RSUs and BSs are
possible executors for caching functions. Vehicles have limited
capability for computing and data storage, and their mobility
leads to difficulties to fully utilize their caching functions,
especially with unstable communication links. RSUs are
lightweight, with potential large-scale deployment. To achieve
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satisfactory caching performance, the deployment strategy for
caching locations among all candidate RSUs aims to balance
the tradeoff between deployment cost and caching gain. For
cellular BSs, the cache sizes should be properly determined.
Insufficient cache sizes can fail to fully unleash the caching
potentials, while an excessive cache space leads to resource
wastage.
In order to maximize the long-term caching gain, a statistical
analysis on user association and data traffic should be carried
out for developing a strategy in a large-scale WiFi system [66].
The spatio-temporal vehicle traffic variations can be learned
by mining the existing large-scale GPS traces [68] for caching
deployment at RSUs and BSs. Likewise, to deploy caching
functions at moving vehicles, the wireless interconnection time
between a pair of vehicles [69] and their social behaviors
(e.g., vehicle traveling routes) [70] can be studied based on the
GPS trace, to improve the caching performance. However, the
inherent one-shot deployment approach cannot accommodate
all vehicle traffic conditions with maximized caching gain.
The NFV technology can help to facilitate dynamic caching
deployment. With NFV, computing and storage resources on
vehicles are virtualized to support different functionalities
as programmable software instances. In this way, caching
functions can be flexibly programmed on different vehicles to
exploit their resource availability, especially at rural or remote
areas where both RSU and BS coverages are insufficient
[71]. In the areas where vehicle traffic is light, some virtual
resources used for sensing and computing can be further
released to support more caching function instances to serve
nearby vehicles with on-demand content requests [72]. In
urban areas, superfluous caching function instances at RSUs
and BSs can be deactivated during off-peak hours, and the
released virtual resources can be utilized to support other
network functions such as firewall, retransmission, and so
forth. Therefore, the resource virtualization technology can
improve caching deployment performance by accommodating
more caching function instances in different spatio-temporal
scenarios [73]. Further, for dynamic caching deployment, the
SDN can be leveraged to make decisions on when and where to
activate/deactiavte caching function instances and how many
virtualized storages to allocate to support caching function
instances, by collecting real-time network state information
and customizing dynamic caching policies [74].
B. Cached content update
In addition to HD maps that are required to be cached with
priority, each user may have a unique preferable file list for
other Internet contents. Given certain cache resources, what
contents to cache and when to update become an important
research problem, the goal of which is to maximize the cached
content hit ratio. There are two conventional caching strategies
in the literature: 1) Least recently used (LRU): when the cache
is full, the least recently requested contents are replaced; 2)
Least frequently used (LFU): when the cache is full, the least
frequently requested contents are replaced. Both strategies are
general approaches but their granularity is not small enough
to meet user request demands with spatio-temporal patterns.

For instance, by learning the real-world data set that stores 0.3
million unique video viewing records by 2 million users, Ma
et al. investigate the user request patterns and confirm their
spatio-temporal variation features [67]. Some works aim at
predicting content popularity in order to enhance the content
hit ratio, based on a noisy linear model [75] or human-centric
information (e.g., visited locations, requested contents) [76].
To adapt to the spatio-temporal popularity variations of
Internet contents, the big data [3] and emerging AI techniques
[77] are essential methodology. The centralized SDN
architecture provides a suitable platform for implementation.
Particularly, with the OpenFlow (or its extension) protocol,
SDN controllers can facilitate the collection of content
requests with user IDs, times, and locations and generate
a statistically sufficient data set. Given a location, the time
series of file requests can be learned and modeled off-line,
based on which the location-aware online popularity prediction
is enabled [78]. Such information is useful for a dynamic
content placement policy, to enhance the overall content hit
ratio. With off-line pre-learning for the dynamic network status
as well as other features, such as location and time, the
convergence speed for making real-time learning decisions
can be improved to keep pace of the fast-changing vehicular
traffic conditions. Even though the information of historical
file requests can be obtained, thanks to the SDN controller,
the random nature of content demands reduces the caching
performance. For instance, the requested content distribution
for gaming can change significantly, which deviates from
the prediction results. Likewise, if a traffic accident happens,
bursty and unpredictable file requests may be generated, thus
reducing the accuracy of AI models. Therefore, a backup
scheme should be in place when the trained model loses
efficacy. It should react to unexpected events in time, and run
as an alternative to compensate for the degraded performance
from AI decisions. In addition, the popular file list normally
changes rapidly with time [67], which requires the SDN
platform to continuously collect the up-to-date user request
records, in order to update the training model. The large-scale
data collection and computationally-costly model training can
put a high burden on the platform.
C. Cached content dissemination
The main objective of SDN/NFV-based cached content
dissemination in IoV is to minimize the content retrieval time
[73]. However, it is technically challenging to achieve this goal
as the transmission efficiency and the caching diversity are
conflicting objectives. Caching duplicated contents at multiple
BSs improves the transmission efficiency by successfully
fetching the content over better channels, but degrades the
content caching diversity with underutilized cache spaces; On
the other hand, caching different contents at multiple locations,
referred to as cooperative caching, increases the content
caching diversity but degrades the transmission efficiency
for the cached contents when the channel quality between
a BS and a vehicle is low. The essence of cached content
dissemination is to investigate a multi-dimensional resource
(e.g., caching resources and radio resources) management
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problem to balance the tradeoff between caching diversity
and transmission efficiency, with the consideration of available
caching locations, cache spaces and radio resources on BSs,
and vehicle mobility. Mathematically, a multi-dimensional
resource allocation problem can be formulated to jointly
optimize two caching performance metrics: 1) content hit
ratio and 2) content delivery time. Due to the problem
complexity, it is difficult to develop a simple and accurate
algorithm for making real-time decisions in a highly dynamic
vehicular network. Alternatively, model-free reinforcement
learning (RL) methods remain a tractable online-learning
approach to solve the problem with fast convergence and high
accuracy [18]. Specifically, the multi-dimensional resource
allocation problem in a dynamic vehicular scenario can be
described as a Markov decision process (MDP), and the RL
method can be applied to solve the MDP by making realtime decisions on content placements and user associations,
in order to maximize the time-averaged reward. A reward
function can be expressed as a weighted function of content
diversity and content delivery time. Upon interactions with
the network environment, the RL-based approach tries to
balance the exploration (randomly trying an action) and
exploitation (choosing the most promising action based on
current knowledge) processes to achieve time-averaged reward
maximization. Due to vehicle mobility and limited wireless
communication range, the connections between vehicles and
caching places are intermittent, leading to possible failure
of downloading a complete cached content. Therefore, with
the consideration of mobility prediction, how to cooperatively
prefetch portions of contents at multiple locations to maximize
the content hit ratio is important to enhance the content
dissemination.
VII. O PEN R ESEARCH I SSUES
There are many open technical issues for IoV in terms of
improving the network performance with the consideration
of high vehicle mobility, increased data traffic load, and
diverse service requirements. In this section, some potential
research issues are discussed from the aspects of enhancing
IoV performance by applying SDN/NFV technologies. From
the communication perspective, we identify the importance
and effectiveness of leveraging the SDN/NFV technologies in
IoV scenarios for conducting network-level resource slicing
in a multi-tier heterogeneous communication infrastructure
(e.g., macro-cell BSs, small-cell BSs, RSUs/APs) for service
customization. From the computing perspective, a VNF
chaining and placement problem at the edge of vehicular
networks is discussed. Another potential research issue is how
to jointly allocate communication, computing, and caching
resources in SDN/NFV-enabled vehicular networks. We also
discuss hierarchical SDN/NFV controller deployment for
multi-dimensional resource allocation.
A. Resource slicing and vehicle access control for IoV
SDN and NFV are the key technologies to enhance the
integration of network-level communication and computing
resource orchestration and end device association. An

SDN/NFV integrated control module is often placed at the
edge of the core network and is physically connected to
a set of BSs/APs through backhaul links [79]. Through
programmable control links, the integrated control module
collects important network state information from underlying
vehicular networks, such as resource reservation information
on BSs, vehicle density and mobility, data traffic load, statistics
of different service demands, and supported service types
with QoS requirements. Accordingly, the control module
makes network-level decisions to update vehicle access control
policies and reconfigure the overall network resources among
BSs/APs to create resource “slices” for different services.
Due to the inter-dependence of radio resource allocation
and BS-user association, how to jointly deal with the
resource slicing and vehicle access control to maximize the
network-level resource utilization is a key research issue.
The 3GPP standards release 15 [80] and release 16 [81]
specify the split network functionalities between 5G radio
access networks and core networks, such as AMF, network
slice selection function (NSSF), to support network slicing,
and introduce new interfaces (e.g., Xn ) to facilitate intergNodeB resource sharing. A general description of slice
characteristics is provided in terms of QoS requirements
(e.g., bit rate, latency) for service differentiation. Although
the network slicing concept has been proposed in 3GPP
standards, and the radio resource slicing problem has been
studied for both 5G wireless and core networks [31], [82],
designing an optimal resource slicing framework to support
diversified IoV applications is still in its infancy, as the
problem becomes much more complex in an IoV scenario with
the consideration of mobility patterns of vehicles and small
moving cells (e.g., covered by UAVs), resource heterogeneity,
and differentiated IoV service requirements in terms of latency,
reliability, and data rate. SDN/NFV-based resource slicing
frameworks are proposed for IoV in existing works [83]. A
joint communication and computing resource slicing problem
is studied to minimize the connection outage probability of
vehicles for edge-assisted vehicular networks [84]. In [85], a
resource slicing problem with content pushing and caching
is studied to support different vehicular network applications
in air-assisted IoV, with a focus on how much computing
tasks and popular contents that can be offloaded onto ground
vehicles for differentiated QoS guarantee. Further studies are
needed to determine proper resource slices at heterogeneous
BSs to maximize the overall resource utilization via BSvehicle association.
B. VNF chaining and placement for computation offloading
Under the SDN/NFV-based MEC architecture as in Fig.
4, some computing tasks can be executed on network edge
servers near BSs or even on individual vehicles with sufficient
computing resources. As available computing resources are
often unevenly distributed among network elements, offloading
computation-intensive missions to the network edge for task
processing improves the computation efficiency, especially for
applications requiring ultra low latency for task execution.
For many IoV applications, their computing tasks need to
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go through a sequence of VNFs for E2E traffic delivery.
For instance, HD map data traffic needs to traverse data
classification and data fusion functionalities before being
analyzed on vehicles. Therefore, the computing offloading
also comes with VNF migration and corresponding computing
resource allocation. For a vehicular cloud network, as shown
in Fig. 4, a local SDN/NFV integrated control module
deals with how VNFs are chained and placed at different
vehicles, with the consideration of vehicular mobility, to
ensure service continuity and differentiated QoS satisfaction.
The coordination between a central SDN/NFV controller and
local SDN/NFV controllers also needs to be considered for
VNF migration when vehicles move among different BS
coverages. For IoV scenarios, computation offloading with
VNF chain orchestration is a challenging research issue, where
the VNF chaining and placement and resource allocation on
the edge servers and vehicles depend on dynamic resource
availability, function provisioning cost, and vehicle mobility.
Preliminary studies on VNF placement and resource allocation
include a resource-oriented VNF scheduling based on traffic
classification [86] and VNF chain mapping and resource
provisioning to maximize the overall service acceptance
ratio [87]. A key issue in jointly determining computation
offloading and VNF placement is how to maximize overall
resource utilization, under the constraints of VNF offloading
and service provisioning costs.
C. Joint communication, computing, and caching resource
allocation
With the emergence of edge computing and edge
caching, future vehicular networks are expected to integrate
communication, computing, and caching resources to support
a variety of IoV applications. The SDN/NFV framework
integrated with MEC and edge caching provides centralized
network control over different types of resources, which
can improve the efficiency of multi-resource orchestration.
However, diverse demands for the multi-dimensional resources
from end devices pose technical challenges over conventional
model-based network optimization approaches [88], [89].
First, the model-based methods require a large amount
of network state information obtained from the underlying
physical vehicular networks in the 5G (and B5G) era,
which increases the complexity of resource allocation and
computation overhead at SDN/NFV control modules; Second,
the heterogeneity and inter-dependence of resource demands
make it difficult to determine the trade-off among multidimensional resources. For example, a computing task
request sent from a vehicle to an edge server consumes
a combination of radio bandwidth resources for wireless
transmission and computing resources on the edge server
for task execution; Requesting a cached video content in
a BS needs transcoding before being fetched by an end
vehicle, which consumes a sequence of caching, computing,
and communication resources. Modeling the relation among
multiple types of resource consumption is essential, leading
to complex resource allocation problems. To overcome the
complexity, an alternative approach is RL-based methods to

learn an efficient multi-dimensional resource allocation policy
by including the present action’s impact on future network
states, to achieve long-term accumulated maximal rewards
[90]. The features of available network state information (e.g.,
user demands, vehicle mobility, network service load) can be
extracted and predicted to some extent, which can facilitate
the RL module design to improve the learning convergence
and accuracy.
D. Hierarchical SDN/NFV controller deployment
The placement of SDN/NFV control modules is of
paramount importance to improve the communication,
computing, and caching performance in terms of optimizing
the multi-resource allocation with minimal controller
deployment cost and control message exchange overhead.
One way to deal with scalability issue of a centralized
controller is to have a hierarchical SDN/NFV controller
architecture. Local controllers are placed at each MEC server
connecting to a set of BSs, and MEC servers are managed by a
higher level central controller placed at a cloud server or a data
center node through backhaul and core network connections,
as shown in Fig. 4. This controller architecture is promising
in distributing the overall controlling tasks at different levels
of control modules to reduce the implementation complexity
with increased efficiency and accuracy and, at the same
time, to reduce signaling delays to/from vehicles. A local
controller is in charge of radio resource slicing among its
connected BSs, vehicle access control and traffic routing
among vehicles, and computation offloading with VNF chain
orchestration among end vehicles. From the coordination with
local controllers, a central controller determines the policy
updates for computing task migration among neighboring
edge servers, VNF placement with edge-cloud computation
offloading, and content caching placement. Many existing
studies present different conceptual approaches for the
controller architectural design in different IoV networking
scenarios (e.g., MEC-assisted hierarchical control for VC
grouping [4]). Several important research aspects need further
investigation for the controller deployment: 1) Given the large
scale of a physical vehicular network, we need to determine
the minimum number of local/central controllers, their
location placement and networking topology, and association
patterns between each local controller and its connected
BSs to achieve the optimal allocation of multiple types of
resources. The solution depends on the types, amount, and
update frequency of collected network state information by
each controller, and the cost of bi-directional information
exchange between each control module and underlying
network elements; 2) An efficient networking protocol is
required to interconnect the control modules for control-plane
message exchanges, which affects the E2E QoS performance
of supported IoV applications.
To justify the proposed SDN/NFV-enabled IoV architecture,
it is necessary to build a real testbed to conduct experiments
in terms of performance evaluation of different resource
allocation algorithms/schemes for IoV. MEC servers with
both computing and caching capabilities can be deployed
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to physically connect to cellular, WiFi, or TVWS BSs, and
the SDN/NFV control modules can be realized in edge and
cloud servers to provide centralized hierarchical control over
different types of resources (for communication, computing,
and caching). Some high-performance deep learning servers
are expected to connect to BSs, for data traffic trace
training and RL algorithm implementation to make learning
decisions in terms of multi-dimensional resource allocation.
The inter-working among the deployed network elements
for synchronization, algorithm/scheme implementation, and
hierarchical control needs to be properly specified to achieve
system-level stability.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
SDN/NFV technologies are a key enabler of future IoV
systems in terms of multi-dimensional resource allocation and
service provisioning. This paper introduces the emerging trend
of enhancing IoV with SDN/NFV technologies. According
to various QoS requirements of IoV applications and
services, three important roles of the SDN/NFV networking
framework in IoV are described and surveyed, respectively,
for enhancing the communication, computing, and caching
capabilities. Network softwarization, resource slicing, and
VNF orchestration can improve service delivery, reliability,
and enhance ubiquitous and efficient connectivity; On the other
hand, MEC and NFV technologies can be utilized to offload
IoV computing tasks to edge and cloud servers, and SDN can
be integrated to configure routing paths for data offloading
and computing task migration; Further, the SDN/NFVbased framework can facilitate adaptive caching deployment,
cached content update and dissemination. To achieve the
SDN/NFV/MEC potentials for IoV applications, there are
many open research issues, including joint resource slicing and
access control, VNF chaining and placement for computation
offloading, joint multi-dimensional resource orchestration, and
hierarchical SDN/NFV controller deployment.
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